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We present a technique for recovering the spectrum of a non-Markovian bosonic bath and/or non-
Markovian noises coupled to an harmonic oscillator. The treatment is valid under the conditions that
the environment is large and hot compared to the oscillator, and that its temporal autocorrelation
functions are symmetric with respect to time translation and reflection – criteria which we consider
fairly minimal. We model a demonstration of the technique as deployed in the experimental scenario
of a nanosphere levitated in a Paul trap, and show that it can effectively probe the spectrum of an
electric field noise source from 102 − 106 Hz with a high degree of accuracy (proportional to the
reciprocal of the measurement time) owing to its unusually low noise floor. This technique may be
deployed in quantum sensing, metrology, computing, and in experimental probes of foundational
questions.

INTRODUCTION

Noise is an unavoidable feature of all physical measure-
ments, and often their main impediment. The study of
noise in quantum physics is a field in its own right [1],
and the peculiar structure of the noise spectrum is of cen-
tral importance to quantum metrology [2] and more in
general to the theory of open quantum systems [3]. How-
ever, in the majority of treatments, the exact nature of
the noise spectrum is left as an unknown quantity – if it
not idealised as Markovian, it will typically be ascribed
a simple structure, such as Ohmic [4], though a larger
taxonomy exists [5].

In this article we introduce a scheme which is capable
of measuring the spectrum of arbitrary noises or bosonic
baths. In itself this constitutes a new quantum sensing
tool, but it may also be used to improve existing tech-
niques by helping metrological schemes which deal with
noise [6]. It can be enacted on any harmonic oscilla-
tor which can be prepared in a cold initial state, and
whose resonant frequency may be varied. Since the vast
majority of quantum sensors, and indeed quantum ex-
periments, are based around the behaviour of harmonic
oscillators, this implies a potentially wide range of appli-
cations.

One direct utilisation which we will demonstrate in
this work would be to study the structure of the electric
field noise found in electric particle traps, which arises
from the electrodes and is determined by several factors
[7] in a way not yet fully understood [8, 9]. To make
this demonstration, we will utilise the specific scenario

of an electrically levitated charged nanosphere; in such
a setting, the environmental noise conditions are such
that an accurate reconstruction of the electric field noise
spectrum ought to be possible over a wide range - be-
tween 102 Hz and 106 Hz. Further, this ability to ac-
curately characterise the environmental noise spectrum
may find application in quantum computing, where such
knowledge would enable the development of optimised
dynamical decoupling protocols tailored to the specific
environment of the qubit(s) [10]. It may also find ap-
plications in short-range force sensing [11, 12], where the
spectrum characterising the interaction between the force
being studied and the behaviour of the oscillator can be
subjected to a similar treatment.

Here we make a proposal in three parts. First, we
describe a mathematical formalism through which the
spectrum of a general bosonic bath coupled to a quan-
tum harmonic oscillator may be recovered through exper-
iment (granted certain assumptions, and up to a degree of
uncertainty). Second, we propose a specific experimental
scenario which is particularly suited to this task (that of
a levitated nanoparticle) and demonstrate its theoretical
performance. Third, we examine an example case – that
of an electric field noise with a non-trivial spectrum –
and demonstrate how the experimental scenario of the
previous section would be able to recover this spectrum
through the suggested technique.

Formalism – We begin by considering a Hamiltonian
which describes an harmonic oscillator S coupled to a
bosonic bath B;

Ĥ = ĤS + ĤB + ĤI , (1)
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in which the three terms above represent the system, bath
and interaction Hamiltonians respectively. Setting ~ = 1,
they are given by

ĤS = ωm(â†â+
1

2
), (2)

ĤB =
∑
α

ωα(b̂†αb̂α +
1

2
), (3)

ĤI = −q̂
∑
α

gαq̂α, (4)

where ωm represents the mechanical frequency of the os-
cillator and â†, â, q̂ give its creation, annihilation and
position operators respectively. Similarly, we decompose
B into α modes, whose creation, annihilation and posi-
tion operators are b̂†α, b̂α and q̂α respectively. The inter-
action between the system and the α mode of the bath
is described through a position-position coupling whose
strength is given by gα = mαω

2
α whose value can be

settled by an appropriate choice of the bath oscillator
masses.

The first description of the dynamics of this type of
system was given by Caldeira and Leggett in their semi-
nal paper [13], in which they derived the master equation,
using the Born-Markov approximation, valid in the limit
of high temperatures of the bath. This result was im-
proved by Hu, Paz and Zhang [14], who derived a master
equation which is exact, and valid for any temperature.
The subject has more been recently studied in [15], where
the Hu, Paz and Zhang master equation was derived in
the form

d

dt
ρt =− i[ĤS − Ξ(t)q2, ρt] + Γ(t)[q̂, [q̂, ρt]]

+ Θ(t)[q̂, [p̂, ρt]] + iΥ(t)[q̂, {p̂, ρt}], (5)

with ρt the density matrix at time t, and p̂ the momentum
operator. It is this form which we shall use as a jumping
off point for developing our formalism – It is completely
general – for example, the bath need not be thermal for
the equation to be valid.

The exact definitions of the time-dependent coefficients
Ξ(t), Γ(t), Θ(t) and Υ(t) are given through recursive se-
ries expansions and can be found in [15]. However, in
the limit of a weak coupling between the system and
bath, one can safely make a first order approximation
which greatly simplifies the expressions for these coeffi-
cients. Further to this, we will consider only the regime
where the damping effects of the bath upon the system
will be negligible compared to its heating effects, which
is mathematically equivalent to assuming that the bath
correlation function is real [15]. Note that, in the case of
thermal baths, the assumption that dissipative effects are
negligible is equivalent to assuming that the temperature
of the bath is much higher than that of the system. We
will go into further details regarding these simplifications
in the Supplementary Material.

Taking these simplifications, one gets Ξ(t) = Υ(t) = 0
and

Γ(t) = −
∫ t

0

dsC(t, s) cos[ωm(t− s)], (6)

Θ(t) =

∫ t

0

dsC(t, s)
sin[ωm(t− s)]

mωm
, (7)

in which C(t, s) = Tr[B̂(t)B̂(s)ρB ] is the two-time corre-
lation function for the bath operator B̂ =

∑
α
gαq̂α. The

Fourier transform of C(t, s) – the spectrum of the noise
function in frequency space – is the object which our
spectrometer will ultimately uncover through a study of
its impact upon the system. Using these simplifications,
Eq. (5) becomes

d

dt
ρt = −i[ĤS , ρt] + Γ(t)[q̂, [q̂, ρt]] + Θ(t)[q̂, [p̂, ρt]]. (8)

For the spectrometer to function as a viable measure-
ment instrument, we must of course select an observable
to monitor. Here we show that the number operator
n̂ = â†â is ideal. It is experimentally straightforward to
measure, and can be used to recover C(t, s) unambigu-
ously.

The equation of motion for the expected occupation
number can be found via (d/dt)〈n̂〉t = Tr[n̂Lρt], in which
Lρt is a super-operator on ρt which summarizes the right-
hand side of Eq. (8). Using this, the cyclicity of the trace,
and a little algebra we find that

d

dt
〈n̂〉t =

1

2mωm

∫ t

0

C(t, s) cos[ωm(t− s)]. (9)

Now, if we assume that the correlation function is invari-
ant with respect to both time reversal and time trans-
lation, i.e. that C(t, s) = C(|t − s|), we can rewrite the
right hand side of Eq. (9) in a more convenient form by
using the relation∫ t

0

dsC(|s− t|) cos[ωm(s− t)] =
1

2

∫ t

−t
dy C(y)eiωmy.

(10)
Introducing the Fourier expansion of C(y)

C(y) =
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

dν C̃(ν)e−iνy, (11)

Eq. (9) becomes

d

dt
〈n̂〉t =

1

4πmωm

∫ ∞
−∞

dν C̃(ν)
sin[(ωm − ν)t]

(ωm − ν)
, (12)

which can be solved to get

〈n̂〉t = 〈n̂〉0 +
1

2πmωm

∫ ∞
−∞

dν C̃(ν)
sin2[(ωm − ν)t/2]

(ωm − ν)2
.

(13)
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This equation contains the basic capabilities of the
spectrometer, and as such it demands some examina-
tion. In the white noise limit it gives the well known
behavior: 〈n̂〉t = 〈n̂〉0 + D′pt, where D′p = Dp/4mωm
quantifies the heating rate due to momentum diffusion.
Whilst the integral is of course unsolvable without know-
ing C̃(ν), its form allows us to estimate the function of
interest. The function sin2(θt/2)/θ2 forms a peak around
θ = 0 of width 4π/t. For us, this means that the en-
velope of the peak will serve analogously to a flared δ
function, selecting the effects of C̃(ν) in the region of
ν = [ωm − 2π

t , ωm + 2π
t ]. If ωm is changeable, this is will

allow us to scan through the range of available frequencies
and see how C̃(ν) behaves across the range with an error
∝ 1/t. This, then, forms the protocol for the spectrom-
eter: To take measurements of 〈n̂〉t at different values
of ωm, and use the results to reconstruct C̃(ν). The ac-
curacy of this reconstruction will be proportional to the
time t taken per measurement.

Eq. (13) has the same structure as Eq. (18) from
[16], which focuses on the decoherence of superconduct-
ing qubits resulting from their interaction with a clas-
sical noise. However, there are fundamental differences
between the two approaches. First of all, the systems
interacting with the noise considered in [16] are qubits,
whilst we consider a harmonic oscillator. More impor-
tantly, in the approach used in [16], in order to study
the noise spectrum for high frequencies it is necessary to
introduce pulse sequences which, if properly designed, al-
low for the suppression of the effects of the low frequency
parts of the spectrum. In this respect, our approach is
simpler, since in order to measure different frequency re-
gions of the noise spectrum, one needs simply to change
the trap’s frequency.

Experimental Scheme – As we can see in Eq. (13),
the rate by which the harmonic oscillator will heat de-
pends strongly upon its mechanical frequency ωm and the
strength of the noise source in the region around that fre-
quency. By taking account of the initial phonon number
n0 and the effects of other baths coupled to the system,
this can be used to probe the spectrum of the noise in-
duced upon the system by the bath of interest B. The
effectiveness of such a probe will be determined by the
following factors:

- The range over which its mechanical frequency ωm can
be adjusted.

- The lower limit of the temperature in which the oscilla-
tor can be prepared, with two-fold purpose. Firstly, the
colder the oscillator, the more accurate is the approxi-
mation made above in which the bath has significantly
higher energy than the oscillator, allowing us to ignore
damping effects; and secondly, the lower the value of 〈n̂0〉,
the lower its spread, and the more accurately ∆n̂ can be
deduced.

- The accuracy with which the other baths not being
measured can be estimated. In particular, the approx-
imation that they are Markovian (and hence possess a
flat spectrum) must be reasonable.

- The accuracy with which 〈n̂(t)〉 can be measured.

- The ability to increase or decrease the coupling to the
bath of interest B. This is not strictly necessary, but
as shown in [17], such a capability is essential in certain
contexts for distinguishing between the effects of interest
and the effects of other baths.

- The duration of the experiment – as shown in the previ-
ous section, the longer we can let the system get heated
by the bath, the higher the accuracy of the spectrum
measurement.

We claim that an experiment built around a charged
levitated nanosphere is well suited to these needs. A ‘hy-
brid’ type trap, composed of a quadrupole electric field
trap working in conjunction with an optical trap as de-
scribed in [17, 18], is ideal: it has an exceptionally low
noise floor, it is capable of cooling the particle to a very
low occupation (in principle to the ground state) using
the techniques outlined in [19], and the mechanical fre-
quency can be changed at will over the impressively wide
range from ∼ 100 Hz to ∼ 106 Hz.

The theoretical modelling of noise sources affecting the
levitated sphere is a well trodden path [17, 20–24]. Full
details of the specific baths treated are available in the
supplementary material, but for the purpose of the fol-
lowing section we will combine them into a single Marko-
vian bath possessing the two-time correlation function
C(t, s) = δ(t − s)Dp. We take a high-temperature ap-
proximation for this Markovian bath, allowing us to ne-
glect any damping effects it might induce. Then this bath
adds to Eq. (13) as a linear term D′pt. The mechanical
frequency is given by [18, 25]

ωm =
V0βQ√
2mΩdd2

, (14)

where Q is the number of elementary charges attached to
the nanosphere, β is a form factor of the trap geometry,
and V0 is the amplitude of the AC voltage applied to the
electrodes – the DC component being set to 0. The mass
of the nanosphere is given by m, d gives the distance to
the endcap electrodes and Ωd is the driving frequency of
the trap. The range of ωm which can be reliably tested
over is constrained by the stability of the trap [26], as
well as by physical restrictions on various parameters.

Probing the Spectrum of Electric Field Noise – The
system described above takes generality as one of its main
strengths – it could be used to analyse any noise source
to which it could be coupled to, and over a wide fre-
quency range. By way of example, we now demonstrate
how such a system could be used for a particular real
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FIG. 1. Colour Online: Performance of the spectrometer
as enacted on a levitated nanosphere system with realistic
parameters, deployed to measure a fictional and non-trivial
structure to the electric field noise. The dashed blue line gives
the noise spectrum to be measured, scaled as C̃(ν)ω−1

m × 107

for clarity of comparison. The two solid lines show what
the spectrometer would reconstruct. The vertical axis gives
〈n〉t for the solid lines, and simply the value of the function
for the dashed line. The solid purple line shows the perfor-
mance when the measurement time at each frequency is set
to t = 10/ωm, whilst the more accurate re-construction seen
on the red line is achieved with t = 100/ωm. The minima
of the function are missed by both reconstructions owing to
the obscuring effects of other noises, in particular collisions
with the background gas. The parameters utilised for the
model are achievable with present day technology, and the
scaling of the E field noise has been chosen such that even
with the noise density structure shown it would yield heat-
ing rates commensurate with those typically measured in the
literature. Simulation parameters and the theoretical treat-
ment of the noise sources can be found in the supplementary
material.

world application, which could be achieved with current
technology.

The specific structure of the electric field noise which
affects the levitated particles in Paul traps remains un-
known [8]. Here we demonstrate how our protocol could
be utilised to reconstruct it. A simpler but less realistic
example, where a noise with a purely Gaussian spectrum
is considered, is given in Appendix 5 of the Supplemen-
tary Material. Taking achievable parameters for experi-
mental factors (such as background gas pressure, electric
field noise, and environment temperature), and using an
example of a R = 50 nm sphere with the density of silica
ρ = 2300 kg/m3 and a charge of Q = 103 e we can expect
a heating rate from conventional sources of D′p ≤ 100
phonon/s at frequencies higher than 103 Hz.

The basic formulation for the heating rate due to elec-
tric field fluctuations in terms of phonons per second is
given by [8]

D′E(ωm) =
Q2

4mωm
SE(ωm), (15)

in which SE(ωm) is the spectral density of the E field

noise at the mechanical frequency of the oscillator. In [8],
by appraising and comparing a wide range of electrically
levitated experiments, Brownnutt et al. ascertain the
following general form for this spectral density:

SE(ω) = gEω
−αd−βT γ , (16)

in which gE is a scaling constant, 2d is the inter-electrode
distance, and T is the temperature of the electrodes. α, β
and γ are parameters which depend upon trap geometry
and experimental specifics. Here, rather than taking α
to be a constant and assuming a simple Markovian or
Ohmic noise, we will replace it with a structure of arbi-
trary complexity to make SE(ω) ∝ C̃(ω). Accordingly,
our phonon expectation value is given by

〈n̂〉t = 〈n̂〉0 +D′pt+ kE

∫ ∞
−∞

C̃(ν)
sin2[(ωm − ν)t/2]

(ωm − ν)2
,

in which D′p gives the effects of all heating sources other
than the electric field noise (which, again, are taken as
Markovian and without damping), and

kE =
Q2

2πmωm
d−βT γgE . (17)

Now, by selecting an appropriate value for gE we can
interrogate how well an arbitrary C̃(ν) could be recon-
structed in our setting.

Figure 1 demonstrates the capabilities of the technique
for recovering a hypothetical complicated structure as-
signed to the electric field noise. Further, it gives a
clear demonstration of how the resolution changes with
the measurement time. For each of the solid lines the
measurement time at each frequency is made inversely
proportional to that frequency, but by different factors.
The solid red line, which gives a measurement time of
t = 100/ωm achieves a fairly accurate reconstruction of
the noise spectrum, whereas the shorter adaptive mea-
surement time of t = 10/ωm depicted on the solid pur-
ple line attains only the basics of the shape. The min-
ima of the function are missed by both attempted recon-
structions owing to the obscuring role of the other noise
sources present.

The practicability of increasing measurement times in-
versely proportional to the mechanical frequency makes
the technique increasingly viable at higher frequencies;
at these high frequencies the accuracy of the reconstruc-
tion will be limited more by the sensitivity of the readout
and the preparation of the initial state than by the al-
lowed time for evolution. We also note that the electric
field noise is particularly distinguishable in this context
due to its Q2 scaling, which can be used to disambiguate
between the effects of the bath of interest and those of
other baths.

A further example connected to non-Markovin models
of spontaneous wave function collapse is presented in the
supplementary material.
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Conclusion – It is our submission that such the method
communicated here would have a broad applicability.
Whether for the noise fields invoked by collapse theo-
ries, or for more generic non-Markovian quantum noises,
this method may be used to detect and characterise the
fields of interest. This may be of use in a wide range of
technologies, including quantum sensing and improving
quantum computing architectures. Further, such a de-
tection and characterisation would shine a clear light for
theorists trying to determine what the origins of such a
fields could be – since the specifics of such a field will tell
tales of its genesis.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

APPENDIX 1: An Alternative Derivation of the Formalism

Here we give an alternative derivation for the master equation of the spectrometer, and attendant heating rate. In
this version we will opt for ladder operator coupling over position-position coupling, in contrast to the main text.
This will allow us to derive the all the theory for the spectrometer from the Hamiltonian up, without referring to
master equations derived elsewhere. The trade-off is that, although this derivation is more intuitive, it is less general
than the one included in the main text since it correspond of applying the rotating wave approximation (RWA) to
the interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. (4) from the main text. Since it attains the same final equations as the derivation
in the main text, it is included here for purely pedagogical purposes.

We consider a Hamiltonian which describes a harmonic oscillator coupled to a bosonic bath. The free Hamiltonians
of the system and the bath are the same as those defined in (2) and (3). However, here we consider an interaction
Hamiltonian of the form

ĤI = â†
∑
α

g′αb̂α + â
∑
α

g
′∗
α b̂
†
α (S1)

where g′α denotes the coupling between the system and a given bath mode. Note that HI in Eq. (4) reduces to the

RWA form of Eq. (S1) when setting g′α = g
′∗
α = − gα

2
√
mωmαωα

= − 1
2

√
mαω3

α

mω .

We now move to the interaction picture as explained in [27]: H̃I(t) = ei(ĤS+ĤB)tĤIe
−i(ĤS+ĤB)t, ρ̃(t) =

ei(ĤS+ĤB)tρ(t)e−i(ĤS+ĤB)t with an accompanying master equation

d

dt
ρ̃(t) = −i[H̃I(t), ρ̃(t)]. (S2)

We assume that at t = 0, the total state factorises as ρ̃(0) = ρ̃S(0)ρE(0) where ρS(t) and ρE(t) give the reduced
state operators for the system and environment respectively. We make the Born approximation, which extends this
for all times, and assumes that the environment is left relatively unchanged by its interactions with the system:
ρ̃(t) ≈ ρ̃S(t)ρE . This gives an integral solution to Eq. (S2) of the form ρ̃(t) = ρ(0) − i

∫ t
0
ds [H̃I(s), ρ̃S(s)ρE ]. Next,

we want to re-insert this solution back into equation (S2), and make the Markov assumption (Note that this does not
equate to Markovian dynamics – it is a necessary but insufficient condition to attain them) as we do so. This is to say
that the time evolution of ρ̃S(t) depend only on its present state, and not upon its past. This assumption is justified
if the dynamics of the environment are evolving on much faster timescales than those of the system. Then we get

dρ̃S(t)

dt
= −iTrE[H̃I(t), ρ(0)]−

∫ t

0

dsTrE [H̃I(t), [H̃I(s), ρ̃S(t)ρE ]]. (S3)

where the Markov approximation has enabled us to make the replacement ρ̃S(s)→ ρ̃S(t) in the second commutator.
We can assume the first term on the right hand side, −iTrE [H̃I(t), ρS(0)ρE ], to equal to zero, a condition that is
always verified when the environment is in a thermal state.

We now introduce the grand operators for the bath

B̂ =
∑
α

g′αb̂α, B̂† =
∑
α

g∗′α b̂
†
α.

Note that the B̂ operator introduced here is different than the one used in the main text – here it is related to the
annihilation operators, whereas in the main text the bath operators sum over position operators. The grand operators
here possess two-time correlation functions

C1(t, s) = TrE [B̂†(t)B̂(s)ρE ] (S4)

C2(t, s) = TrE [B̂(t)B̂†(s)ρE ] (S5)

F (t, s) = TrE [B̂(t)B̂(s)ρE ] (S6)

G(t, s) = TrE [B̂†(t)B̂†(s)ρE ]. (S7)
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We notice that

C1(s, t) = TrE[B̂†(s)B̂(t)ρE ] = TrE[
(

B̂†(t)B̂(s)
)†
ρE]

= TrE[
(

B̂†(t)B̂(s)
)
ρE]∗ = C∗1(t, s)

and by a similar logic, C2(s, t) = C∗2 (t, s). We also have

F (s, t) = TrE [B̂(s)B̂(t)ρE ] = TrE [
(
B̂(s)B̂(t)

)†
ρE ]∗

= TrE [B̂†(t)B̂†(s)ρE ]∗ = G∗(t, s)

and similarly G(s, t) = F ∗(t, s). From this point on we will take the arguments for these functions as implicit,
replacing C1(t, s) → C1, C1(s, t) → C∗1 and so forth. At this point, a Markovian bath would correspond to taking
C1 = C2 = Jδ(t − s) and F = G = 0. However, our intention is to recover information regarding these functions
through the dynamics of the system, and as such we leave them general for now.
Putting the above correlation functions into Eq (S3), expanding and re-arranging we arrive at

dρ̃S(t)

dt
=−

∫ t

0

ds
[
F
[
â†(t), â†(s)ρ̃S(t)

]
+ C1

[
â(t), â†(s)ρ̃S(t)

]
+ C2

[
â†(t), â(s)ρ̃S(t)

]
+G [â(t), â(s)ρ̃S(t)]

+G∗
[
ρ̃S(t)â†(s), â†(t)

]
+ C∗1

[
ρ̃S(t)â(s), â†(t)

]
+ C∗2

[
ρ̃S(t)â†(s), â(t)

]
+ F ∗ [ρ̃S(t)â(s), â(t)]

]
(S8)

We now want to transition back from the interaction picture to the Schrödinger, which we can find using

dρS(t)

dt
= −i

[
ĤS , ρS(t)

]
+ e−iĤSt

(
d

dt
ρ̃S(t)

)
eiĤSt. (S9)

The exponentials in the last term of eq. (S9) acts on the terms in eq. (S8) sending ρ̃S(t) −→ ρS(t), Ô(t) −→ Ô(0) = Ô
and Ô(s) −→ Ô(s− t). Then, using â(s− t) = â eiωm(t−s), one gets:

dρS(t)

dt
=− i

[
ĤS , ρS(t)

]
−
∫ t

0

ds
{
Fe−iωm(t−s) [â†, â†ρS(t)

]
+ C1e

−iωm(t−s) [â, â†ρS(t)
]

+ C2e
iωm(t−s) [â†, âρS(t)

]
+Geiωm(t−s) [â, âρS(t)] +G∗e−iωm(t−s) [ρS(t)â†, â†

]
+C∗1e

iωm(t−s) [ρS(t)â, â†
]

+ C∗2e
−iωm(t−s) [ρS(t)â†, â

]
+ F ∗eiωm(t−s) [ρS(t)â, â]

}
(S10)

Now, if we name right hand side term of the above equation to be a Liouvillian super-operator d
dtρS(t) = LρS(t),

then we can examine the time evolution of the average of any operator Ô of the system via

d

dt
〈Ô〉t = Tr[ÔLρS(t)]. (S11)

Using this, after some algebra we can find an equation of motion for the number operator n̂ = â†â:

d

dt
〈n̂〉t =

∫ t

0

ds
[(
C1e

−iωm(t−s) + C∗1e
iωm(t−s)

)
〈ââ†〉t −

(
C2e

iωm(t−s) + C∗2e
−iωm(t−s)

)
〈â†â〉t

− (F −G∗) e−iωm(t−s)〈â†â†〉t − (F ∗ −G) eiωm(t−s)〈ââ〉t
]

(S12)

If we make the assumption that the bath correlations are symmetric with respect time reversal and translation i.e.
that X(t, s) = X(|t − s|) with X = C1, C2, F,G, one immediately finds Ci = C∗i for i = 1, 2 and F = G∗. Then, eq.
(S12) simplifies to

d

dt
〈n〉t = 2

∫ t

0

ds cos [ωm(t− s)] [C1 + (C1 − C2) 〈n̂〉t] . (S13)

Proceeding similarly to what we have done in the main text, we use∫ t

0

dsCi(t− s) cos[ωm(t− s)] =
1

2

∫ t

−t
dy Ci(y)eiωmy. (S14)
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Next, we Fourier expand C(y) as follows:

Ci(y) =
1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
dν C̃i(ν)e−iνy (S15)

with which we re-write Eq. (S13) as

d

dt
〈n̂〉t =

1

2π

∫ +∞

−∞
dν

∫ t

−t
dy
[
C̃1(ν) +

(
C̃1(ν)− C̃2(ν)

)
〈n̂〉t

]
ei(ωm−ν)y (S16)

Introducing here C̃3(ν) = C̃2(ν)− C̃1(ν) and integrating over y we get

d

dt
〈n̂〉t =

1

π

∫ +∞

−∞
dν

sin [(ωm − ν)t]

(ωm − ν)

[
C̃1(ν)− C̃3(ν)〈n̂〉t

]
(S17)

which fits the familiar form

d

dt
〈n̂〉t = A(t)− γ〈n〉t. (S18)

Here, γ provides a damping effect. At this point we make a further assumption: we neglect the damping effect by
setting γ = 0, entailing that C̃1(ν) = C̃2(ν) = C̃(ν). If the bath were strictly thermal, this would be equivalent to
taking it to be of infinite temperature. However here we have still not set the specific form of the spectrum of the
bath, which remains general (barring the assumptions made). Therefore, neglecting γ should be read as meaning that
in the regime we are considering the harmonic oscillator energy is much lower than the energy the system will have
when in equilibrium with the environment, and that as such the damping rate is negligible compared to the heating
rate.

Making this assumption, eq. (S17) then reduces to eq. (12) in the main text, barring a factor of 4πmωm, which is
owed to the different definitions of the grand bath operators used here and in the main text (here we sums over ladder
operators, there over position operators). This derivation then leads as a final result exactly to eq. (13) from the
main text.

APPENDIX 2: The Non-White Noise CSL Model in the Small Oscillations Limit

Another particularly interesting application of this protocol would be the first experimental investigation of general
non-white models of spontaneous wavefunction collapse. For the reader who is unfamiliar with them, a thorough
overview can be found in [28] – however, for the purpose of this work, it will also suffice to think of them as simply
introducing a noise source to the dynamics of our harmonic oscillator. In their original formulation, the noises in
collapse models have white spectra and, under this assumption, a wide range of experiments have been considered
over the last two decades for testing these models. However, when the noise is modelled in a more realistic way having
some non-white spectrum – with, for example, a cutoff at high frequencies – the predictions from these models change
and some of these experimental tests e.g. the study of X-rays emission from matter [29–33], lose their effectiveness.
Therefore, an experimental setup which can efficiently test noises with generic spectrum is significant for testing
non-white noise collapse models. The noise proposed by such models fits the criteria for being properly investigable
through the methods outlined here – it weakly interacts with the system, so we are in the weak coupling regime; and
it is taken to have an infinite temperature1, which accords with our decision to neglect the damping effects.

1 The model put forward in [34] describes a variant theory with a
finite temperature noise. We expect that for temperature of the
noise comparable with the one of the system the method out-
lined here will require major modifications. For a discussion on
experimental tests of the dissipative version of CSL model using

cold atoms and optomechanical systems see [35, 36]. However,
as long as the temperature of the noise is much larger than the
one of the system, dissipative effects can be neglected and the
methods outlined here may be used.
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The CSL model master equation, when non-white noises are considered, takes the form [37, 38]:

dρ (t)

dt
= −i

[
Ĥ, ρ (t)

]
− 8λcslπ

3
2 r3c

∫
dz

∫ t

0

dsC(t, s)
[
M̂z,

[
M̂z (s− t),ρ (t)

]]
(S19)

where, for a system composed of N particles in the first quantization picture,

M̂z =
1

m0

N∑
j=1

mjg (x̂j − z) (S20)

and

g (x) =
1(√

2πrc
)3 e− x2

2r2c , (S21)

with mj the mass of the j-th particle, m0 a reference mass chosen equal to the mass of the nucleon. C(t, s) = 〈ξ(t)ξ(s)〉
is the autocorrelation function of the noise field ξ which is introduced in CSL for inducing the collapse of the wave
function. The parameter λcsl in front of the second term of Eq. (S19) sets the strength of the interaction with the
collapse noise and has dimension of Hz, while the parameter rC sets the typical correlation length of the noise field,
i.e. noises associated to points in space more distant than rC are uncorrelated. Together, these two parameters
characterise the standard white noise CSL model, in which C(t, s) = δ(t− s). We also recall that the master equation
(S19) is an approximate equation where only first order contribution of λcsl is considered, as discussed in detail in
[37, 38]. However, since the parameter λcsl is typically small (in fact, as mentioned above, we are in the weak coupling
regime), this first order perturbation expansion is a good approximation of the exact master equation. In the case of
a rigid, spherical object (such as the nanosphere we are considering), the master equation (S19) can be simplified so
as to fit into the case which interests us; that which describes the motion of a levitated nanosphere.
First of all it is convenient to introduce the Fourier transform of the Gaussian in Eq. (S21). Taking the Fourier
transform allows us to rewrite Eq. (S20) as follows:

M̂z =
1

(2π)3m0

N∑
j=1

mj

∫
dke−

1
2k

2r2ceik·(x̂j−z). (S22)

Substituting this into master equation (S19), we obtain

dρ (t)

dt
= −i

[
Ĥ, ρ (t)

]
− λcslr

3
c

π3/2m2
0

N∑
i,j=1

mimj

∫
dke−k

2r2c

×
∫ t

0

dsC (t, s)
[
e−ik·x̂i ,

[
eik·x̂j(s−t), ρ (t)

]]
. (S23)

We now implement the rigid body approximation. In such a case, the position of each particle can be written as

x̂j ' x̂ + x
(0)
j , where x

(0)
j is a fixed position around which the j-th particle oscillates while x̂ describes the center of

mass oscillations. It is also convenient to introduce the mass density

µ(y) =

N∑
i=1

miδ(y − x
(0)
i ) (S24)

so that the following relation holds:

N∑
i=1

mie
−ik·x(0)

i =

∫
dyµ(y)e−ik·y = µ̃(k) (S25)

and the master equation (S23) can be rewritten as

dρ (t)

dt
= −i

[
Ĥ, ρ (t)

]
− λcslr

3
c

π3/2m2
0

∫
dke−k

2r2c |µ̃(k)|2

×
∫ t

0

dsC (t, s)
[
e−ik·x̂,

[
eik·x̂(s−t), ρ (t)

]]
. (S26)
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Finally, if we chose our reference system with the origin in the classical center of mass position of the system and we
focus on the case where the oscillations of the nanosphere are much smaller than rC i.e. when:

〈x̂ (t)
2〉 � r2C (S27)

we can expand the exponential inside the double commutator of Eq. (S26) and we get

dρ (t)

dt
= −i

[
Ĥ, ρ (t)

]
− λcslr

3
c

π3/2m2
0

∫
dke−k

2r2c |µ̃(k)|2

×
∫ t

0

dsC (t, s) [k · x̂, [k · x̂ (s− t) , ρ (t)]] . (S28)

Usually, in experiments we are focused on the motion in one direction, for example the direction along the x-axis
(which we will denote as “q” for consistency with the notation used in the main text). In such a case eq. (S28)
becomes:

dρ (t)

dt
= −i [H, ρ (t)]− ηz

∫ t

0

dsC (t, s) [q̂, [q̂ (s− t) , ρ (t)]] (S29)

where

ηz :=
λcslr

3
c

π3/2m2
0

∫
dke−k

2r2c |µ̃(k)|2k2z . (S30)

For the case of a sphere, ηz becomes

ηz =
M2

m2
0

3λ
r2C
R6

[
R2 − 2r2c + e

−R2

r2c

(
R2 + 2r2c

)]
, (S31)

which is consistent with the form factor α computed in [39] (defined in Eq. (1) of the paper and computed in Eq.
(S10) of its supplementary material) keeping into account that ηz = λ

r2C
α.

In the case of an harmonic oscillator with natural frequency ω we have:

q̂ (t) = cos (ωt) q̂ +
sin (ωt)

mω
p̂ (S32)

and the above equation becomes

dρ (t)

dt
= −i

[
Ĥ, ρ (t)

]
− ηzA(t) [q̂, [q̂, ρ (t)]]− ηzB(t) [q̂, [p̂, ρ (t)]] (S33)

where

A(t) =

∫ t

0

dsC (t, s) cos [ω(s− t)] , (S34)

B(t) =
1

mω

∫ t

0

dsC (t, s) sin [ω(s− t)] . (S35)

Eq. (S33) has exactly the same structure as Eq. (8) in the main text, meaning that the analysis would proceed
exactly in the same way as laid out there, and the formula for 〈n〉t will be:

〈n̂〉t = 〈n̂〉0 +
ηz

2πmωm

∫ ∞
−∞

dν C̃(ν)
sin2[(ωm − ν)t/2]

(ωm − ν)2
. (S36)

As such, this scheme can be said to offer a concrete way to probe collapse models with arbitrary spectra within
the range of the oscillator. This is useful on two counts. First, that it might be used to test specific non-white
models, which predict particular spectra. And secondly, that if collapse effects are indeed detected [40], the technique
communicated here could be used to determine what the otherwise arbitrary spectrum of the detected noise field looks
like. This in turn would help guide the development of a theory in agreement with the spectrum – the identification
of some physical process capable of giving rise to such a phenomenon. Such data would massively restrict – and thus
enhance – the search for a theory of wavefunction collapse replete with an ontology for the collapsing field.
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APPENDIX 3: Noise sources and Limitations

In the main text we mention we mention that the mechanical frequency range for the levitated nanosphere is con-
strained by physical considerations. Specifically, V0 is limited by the capabilities of the voltage source; d by both
considerations of noise and trapping practicalities; and Q is limited both by the fact that only a certain amount of
charge can fit on the surface of a nanosphere before the Coulomb potential exceeds the binding energy [41], and by
the methods of affixing that charge [42]. For a sphere of radius R = 1µm, charges in excess of Q = 106 e have been
achieved [43].
The example experimental scenario used in the main paper is that described in [19]; a charged silica nanosphere, of
radius R = 50 nm, levitated in an electric Paul trap at a low pressure P = 10−9 Pa, and cooled to low initial quanta
(n0 = 10) using the all-electrical cooling methods outlined in [19]. We take the environment to be at T = 4 K, and
the charge of the sphere to be Q = 1000 e, and the mean distance from the particle to the electrodes to be 0.8 mm.
By using the Paul trap and all electrical cooling, we are able to avoid the optical scattering noise which is the scourge
of levitated optomechanical experiments [20]. The remaining noise sources are described below.

Gas Collisions

The diffusion coefficient due to the collisions with the particles of the gas is [21, 44]:

Dg =
6mg v̄PπR

2

~2
=

6πPR2

~2
√

3mgkBT (S37)

where we used the equipartition theorem v̄ =
√

3kBT/mg. Eq (S37) follows from Eq. (F.9) of [44] taking into account
that the parameter Λ introduced there is related to the diffusion coefficient via Dg = 2Λ. Using eq (S37) and the

relation D′g = ~
2mωm

Dg (compared to the main text, we reintroduced the ~ in the numerator) one gets D′g = 6.32×104
ωm

,

which guarantees that for frequencies higher than 103 Hz one has D′g ≤ 100.
It is worth noting that at the pressures we are considering, the average time between collisions with the background
gas will often exceed the measurement period. Nonetheless, the net effects of these collisions must be considered, as
they will impact the overall statistics of repeated experimental runs.

Blackbody Radiation

The contribution from blackbody radiation is comprised of two components; emissive and absorptive noise. The
emissive rate from a spherical object in the Rayleigh regime is calculated by Chang et. al in [20] to be D′bb =
2π4

63
(kBT )6

c5~5ρω Im ε−1
ε+2 ; where ε is the permittivity of the object and ρ the density [20]. Taking into account that for silica

ρ = 2330 Kg/m3, Im ε−1
ε+2 ' 0.1 and we are considering T = 4 K, this value is approximately 10−14 ω−1, which is

negligible compared to the noise from gas collisions or the electric field.

Electric Field Noise

The models built up around electric field noise in quadrupole traps are a mixture of heuristic description and theory.
In general, such models are tested by measuring the heating rate of an ion held in the trap operating in the MHz range.
One of the difficulties in attempting to build a coherent model of such noise is that when measuring the noise via the
heating rate of an ion, it is impossible to distinguish between the different origins of the noise. As outlined in [8],
there are many possible sources of noise, including patch potentials on the surface of the electrodes, Johnson-Nyquist
noise, and interference with the equipment from other fields in the lab.
When modelling our electric field noise we face a dual difficulty. First, the noise sources - as far as they are understood
- have primarily been studied in the MHz range, whereas we are interested in a wider range. Secondly, the variation
in experimentally detected values for heating effects from electric field noise and the lack of a complete and coherent
theoretical framework for treating such noise makes a complete model impossible; either a heuristic one based on data
from other experiments or a predictive one based on theory. Instead of attempting such a complete model, we instead
work with the generic form [8]

SE(ω) = gEω
−αd−βTχ. (S38)
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In which α, β and χ are parameters to be fit to the specific trap, and gE is a scaling factor. A trap with such an
elecric field noise spectrum will heat the particle at a rate [45]

DE(ωm) =
π

2
Q2SE(ωm) (S39)

in terms of Watts, or

D′E(ωm) =
Q2

4m~ωm
SE(ωm) (S40)

in terms of phonons per second. Now, in the main text we needed to replace the generic Ohmic structure of SE(ω)
with something more structured, in order to model the capabilities of the spectrometer. In order to do this, we must
first select generic parameters for the trap to ensure that we are modelling a realistic situation. We start from the
Ohmic case with α = 1 and we set β = 3, χ = 0.57, and fix gE = 1.55 × 10−17, which corresponds to a heating rate
of 1 quanta per second for a Ca40 ion trapped at ω = 2π× 5.5 kHz – this models our trap as fairly typical in terms of
its electric field noise. From this point, we are able to experiment with different structures for SE(ω), provided that
it is scaled in such a way as to keep the net heating realistic.

Rotational Dynamics

Another effect of the rf field is worth taking note of however. The heating discussed above is due to noise on the rf
field acting on the center of mass motion of the particle, but there is also another mechanism capable of transferring
heat to the mechanical frequency of the particle; In the case of a trapped nanosphere the charge can be distributed
anisotropically over the surface of the sphere, unlike a single ion. An anisotropic charge distribution can lead to a
torque on the particle as it passes through the rf field gradient, which can induce rotation. The energy from this
rotation can then couple into the mechanical frequency, causing heating. This effect was explored in [17], in which
we found it to be negligible via numerical simulation.

Distinguishing the sources of heating

In [17], it was explored how parametric variations could help distinguish between genuine collapse effects and those
of ordinary environmental decoherence. Here we will use similar methods, supplemented with the ability to vary the
mechanical frequency described above.

The electric field noise which dominates at higher frequencies has a number of parameters to be characterised; α, β, χ
and gE . It may also be the case that the model given in Eq. (S38) is insufficient, and that we need to consider
a number of electric field noise spectra which sum together, each with their own values for the above parameters.
Nonetheless, electric field noise of any stripe will in principle be easily distinguishable from other noises because of its
Q2 scaling. The noise arising from gas collisions will similarly be characterisable by its linear scaling with pressure.

The net heating rate will be measured through repeated experiments. The values of Dp and DE can then be specified
through the parametric variations which will isolate them. Once these are determined, and remaining un-explained
heating would become a candidate, for example, as evidence of collapse models noise. The spectrum of this would
then be probed, as outlined above. The main method for distinguishing it as genuine collapse noise would then be to
vary the radius R of the sphere, which is predicted to elicit something akin to an effective resonance from the noise
field when R ≈ rc. This effect was first shown in [46], and our results in [17] concur.

APPENDIX 4: An Analytic Solution for A Noise With Gaussian Spectrum

In this appendix, we wish to analyze explicitly the protocol suggested in the main text for the detection of non-
Markovian noises in the case of a bath/noise with a Gaussian spectrum of the form

C̃(ν) = ηe
− (ν0−ν)

2

2γ2 (S41)
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in which η gives the strength of the coupling of the noise field to the nanosphere, ν0 gives the resonant frequency of
the collapse noise, and γ gives the width of the spectrum. Inserting C̃(ν) from Eq. (S41) in Eq. (13) from the main
text one gets:

〈n〉t = 〈n〉0 +D′pt+ Nt, (S42)

where

Nt =
η

2πmωm

∫ +∞

−∞
dν e

− (ν0−ν)
2

2γ2
sin2[(ωm − ν)t/2]

(ωm − ν)2
=

η

2πmωm

∫ +∞

−∞
dy e

− [y−(ωm−ν0)]2

2γ2
sin2(yt/2)

y2
. (S43)

After rewriting the last term in the integral as

sin(yt/2)

y
=

1

4

∫ +t

−t
ei
y
2 s ds, (S44)

we can perform the integration on y, which gives

Nt =
ηγ

16
√

2πmωm

∫ +t

−t
ds

∫ +t

−t
ds′e−

γ2

8 (s+s′)2− i
2 (ν0−ω)(s+s

′). (S45)

Making the change of variables x1 = s− s′ and x2 = s+ s′, using the rule

∫ +t

−t
ds

∫ +t

−t
ds′f (s, s′) =

1

2

∫ 2t

0

dx2

∫ +(2t−x2)

−(2t−x2)

dx1 [f (x1, x2) + f (x1,−x2)] (S46)

and introducing z = x2γ/2, we get

Nt =
η

2γmωm

√
1

2π

∫ tγ

0

dz (γt− z) e− z
2

2 cos

[
(ν0 − ωm)

γ
z

]
. (S47)

Keeping in mind that the bath correlation is centered in ν0 with a width γ while the ωm describes the frequency we
are probing with an error given by 1/t, it is instructive to consider two limit cases:
1. γ � 1/t i.e. the error in probing the noise spectrum is much larger than its width. Then we can approximate the

Gaussian inside Eq. (S47) as e−
z2

2 ' 1 and get

Nt '
ηγ

2mωm

√
1

2π

1− cos [(ν0 − ωm)t]

(ν0 − ωm)2
(S48)

The above formula gives the largest contributions when |ν0 − ωm| ≤ 1/t (this is reasonable: if the distance between
ν0 and ωm is larger than the probe precision 1/t, the probe cannot see ν0) in which case we can further approximate

Nt '
√

1
2π

ηγ
4mωm

t2. However, all this also holds whether |ν0 − ωm| � γ or |ν0 − ωm| � γ, whereas a good probe

requires that for |ν0 − ωm| � γ the above should be zero. As expected, if γ � 1/t then the probe is not effective for
the bath considered here.
2. γ � 1/t i.e. the error in probing the noise spectrum is much smaller than its width. Then

Nt '
η

2γmωm

√
1

2π
γt

∫ tγ

0

ds e−
s2

2 cos

[
(ν0 − ωm)

γ
s

]
(S49)

' η

2γmωm

√
1

2π
γt

∫ ∞
0

ds e−
s2

2 cos

[
(ν0 − ωm)

γ
s

]
=

ηt

4mωm
e
− (ν0−ωm)2

2γ2 ,

which is exactly what is expected by a good probe: the contributions are relevat only in the region ωm ' [ν0−γ, ν0+γ]
where the bath correlation is non zero.
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